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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 Book: The Complete Guide for PhotographersAdobe Press, 2008
While Adobe Photoshop has long been their choice for editing digital photographs, many photographers want a more focused tool. That’s where Adobe Photoshop Lightroom comes in. Designed from the ground up with digital photographers in mind, Photoshop Lightroom offers powerful editing features in a streamlined interface that lets photographers...
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The English Teacher's Handbook (Continuum Education Handbooks)Bloomsbury Reference, 2009

	This comprehensive handbook provides you with practical advice on: - planning and teaching outstanding English lessons - developing effective assessment practices - preparing your own toolkit for teaching speaking and listening, reading and writing - organising English enrichment opportunities - becoming a highly organised and efficient...
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Inverse Problems in Engineering MechanicsElsevier Limited, 1998
Inverse problems can be found in many topics of engineering mechanics. There are many successful applications in the fields of inverse problems (non-destructive testing and characterization of material properties by ultrasonic or X-ray techniques, thermography, etc.). Generally speaking, the inverse problems are concerned with the determination of...
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Encyclopedia of E-collaborationInformation Science Publishing, 2007

	What is e-collaboration? Although this term means many things to many people, Ned Kock broadly defines it as “collaboration among individuals engaged in a common task using electronic technologies.” E-collaboration is not limited to computer-mediated communication (also known as CMC), or computer-supported cooperative work (known...
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Win the Crowd: Unlock the Secrets of Influence, Charisma, and ShowmanshipWilliam Morrow, 2005

	Would You Like to Become More Commanding, Convincing, And Charismatic?


	In this book, Steve Cohen, master magician and star of the long-running Chamber Magic show in New York City, will reveal the secrets of all great showmen and magicians—how to persuade, influence, and charm, and ultimately accomplish the things you've...
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The Action PrinciplesAmerican Success Institute, 2000
A path to independence, success and happiness.  -- Dr. Denton Cooley, President, Texas Heart Institute

I love the Action Principles book!  -- Rev. David O'Connell, President, Catholic University

The Action Principles is an outstanding book that will benefit every reader.  -- Ross Perot     
...
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Computer Architecture: Fundamentals and Principles of Computer DesignCRC Press, 2005


	Digital electronic computer systems have gone through several generations,

	and many changes, since they were first built just before and during World

	War II. Machines that were originally implemented with electromechanical

	relays and vacuum tubes gave way to those constructed with solid-state

	devices and, eventually, integrated...
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Raspberry Pi Embedded Projects HotshotPackt Publishing, 2015

	This book is targeted towards beginners and intermediate designers of mechatronic systems and embedded system design. Some familiarity with the Raspberry Pi and Python programming is preferred but not required.


	The Raspberry Pi is a quaint example of technological innovations that come by once every two or three decades and set off...
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Implementing Backup and Recovery: The Readiness Guide for the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Arm yourself with all the information you need to architect a backup and recovery system
System backup is essential in any enterprise–protecting data is equivalent to protecting the company or agency. Whether you have the task of putting together a backup and recovery system for your organization or you are thinking about how backup and...
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Statistically Speaking: A Dictionary of QuotationsTaylor & Francis, 1996
Statistically Speaking is a book of quotations. It has, for the first time, brought together in one easily accessible form the best expressed thoughts that are especially illuminating and pertinent to the disciplines of probability and statistics. Some of the quotations are profound, others are wise, some are witty, but none are frivolous....
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Dreamweaver CS3Visual, 2007
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Dreamweaver CS3 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions...
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Innovative Tools for Business Coalitions in B2B ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	One of the most debated consequences regarding the increased availability and use
	of information and communication technologies (ICTs), especially since the early
	1990s, have been their impact on economic growth. Generally speaking, ICT can
	serve to reduce transaction costs at all levels of a commercial transaction. With the
	emergence...
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